
1 | Red Light, Green Light

You Move, You Die |
by AvionPrince16

Squid Game will inevitably draw comparisons with plenty of other films, most notably Battle Royale,
but where it really succeeds is not in its basic premise, but rather with the characters and the
execution, the show revolving around an intriguing bunch of losers and boasting great production
design.

The first episode, Red Light, Green Light, introduces down-on-his-luck divorced father Seong Gi-hun
(Lee Jung-jae), who, millions of 'won' in debt, accepts an invitation to take part in a mysterious contest,
the winner of which will receive a fortune. He and 455 other desperate souls must face a series of
challenges, based on childhood playground games, in order to get their hands on the prize; the only
problem is that those who lose, lose their life.

From the sinister masked invigilators, to the candy-coloured, Escher-inspired induction room, to the
creepy, motion-sensor doll that controls a deadly game of 'peep behind the curtain', this show is
amazingly inventive and a joy to behold. It's also incredibly violent, with hundreds of contestants being
brutally slain in the opening game, blood spraying all over the place.

In short, this is an impressive start to the series: I can't wait to see what happens next...

Difficult to Judge |
by BruceWayne3

After the "buzz" around Squid Game I decided to reactivate my Netflix account to give it a chance
without looking at actual ratings beforehand or without knowing much about the story except for "it's a
battle royal type scenario".

So without knowing much about the characters but understanding what the scenario usually contains
(based on other similar shows/anime) I went in with some expectations in the first episode. For the
most part it is what I'd think to see in this kind of show. There is not much surprise to be found here.

The characters are stereotypes of what you can expect in battle royals. They are usually bad in one
way or another and for the most part you won't feel bad when they die.

To be honest the thorough introduction of the main character in the first 30 minutes made me
absolutely hate him and I want him to die. He shows very small pieces of good traits but it's not nearly
enough to make me root for him to win. Every bit of pain he gets in this first episode is absolutely
deserved. We get to see some characters that might be interesting to follow and where I hope they will
survive for several episodes but I kinda want the story to kill off the main character and focus on
another one.

The game that is shown in this episode is "fun" in a horrifying way, but to many characters are just
acting dumb which results in a lot of lost potential here. Also the duration of the game feels much
longer than what is indicated in terms of the time limit. And this is not just related to slow motion.

The visual effects and sounds are solid. I don't really have an issue with the acting either.



2 | Hell

More Than Horror… |
by MuffinMan01

This is an episode that focuses on the psychological development of the characters. We can
understand each person's story clearly and thereby empathize with the characters. The dark side of
the poor lives in society is clearly told through each story really effective, but these stories are quite
fragmented and lack of connection with each other, sometimes a bit lengthy, sometimes when it's a bit
short.

The voting at the beginning of the episode was shown to be rushed and quite childish, although it
brought a pleasant surprise. I love the scene where the father runs to his ex-wife's house to beg her for
some money and accidentally meets his daughter, this scene is good. This episode could have been
better if the characters' stories were told alternately little by little instead of one after another.

There are still a few absurd details that appear, for example, why did the police reveal the suspect's
crime to his mother when they still don't know his whereabouts? This is not true in real life.

And one more thing, I really was hoping they would tell the family story of the old man with brain
cancer more, the viewer should have gotten to know more about him in this episode.

Do You Want to Play a Game? |
by Neswaljums

The first episode was really good. The second is... decent but filled with tropes. Stepfather who is
more of a father to the stepchild, the detective who is naively obsessive over the mystery, mysterious
criminal woman who actually has a tender heart and loves her little brother/son, and genius prodigal
son who is actually not at all what the glitter suggests.

I was enthralled by the first episode. It was nothing extraordinary or inventive, but it was a damn good
ride. Sadly, I found myself getting sleepy during the second. Nothing here is unexpected and I feel like
this show wants to shock you. Now, I knew virtually nothing of the story going into Squid Game, yet, I
saw everything coming a mile away. As soon as the characters voted to terminate the game, I knew
what was going to happen next.

There is some backlash on the translation here. I haven't read any of the articles but I did see the
headlines. I have to say, some of the lines just don't flow. Everything is cohesive sure but not every line
feels natural. That may be nitpicking, though, I have seen some excellent translations in foreign media.
Urawasa's Monster, for example. A good translation should make you forget you are reading subtitles.
Squid Game does this for the most part but sometimes it comes off as a bit goofy. This could be
because of the original writing so I can't say which is to blame.

Still, the acting is on point here. I found myself experiencing second hand depression and
hopelessness through the actors' performances. But the show is coming off more and more as
uninspired. Have you seen Saw? Then you know what you are getting into when you watch Squid
Game.



4 | Tug-of-War

The Game Saved the Day |
by HannahRockzzz

This episode tested my patience, at least by the end of the episode, it paid off. The game is very good
and interesting, the tug of war is described quite detailed and meticulous, which makes it look very
realistic. The production design in this show still impresses me, however, the absurdity continues to
emerge. The scale of this game makes me feel like these people are working on building rockets
instead of just making a deadly game. This is a bit silly and odd. But i'm sure a lot of people will like the
North Korean short-haired girl, Player 067, because I'm starting to like her too.

There are a few things I don't like about this episode, which is the fact that people have almost no
emotions when going through many deadly games, which is quite absurd. And with the production
scale of NASA-sized facilities, this masked criminals did not even bother to verify that the player code
271 was really dead or not, but they hurriedly announced it on the electronic board. Players also don't
wonder how many more games they will have to go through. All of the above is a bit unrealistic and
ridiculous.

Another Dimension |
by FootyFan84

What was brilliant about this episode is how it unveiled the most interesting, crucial, and horrifying
dimension to the whole game: the fact that murdering your fellow players is 100% game-legal. You can
just see the whole social paradigm of their situation shatter around Gi-hun and the other roughly
good-aligned characters in sharp, grisly fragments as it begins to dawn on them that, in order to win
the whole thing, they not only have to survive the lethally strict rules of each game, but survive each
other. And by extension, we get the first hints that even the good will have to turn killer to win.

That latter element is, again I'll use the word, brilliantly explored for audience and player alike in the
game they play right after that gruesome night: tug of war. It's the first game where winning means
killing, as opposed to the previous games where theoretically everyone could win and move to the next
round. And the filmmakers did a great job reflecting just how heavy the moral weight was of having to
pull those other human beings over the edge and to their deaths.

After the first episode, I was pretty disappointed that the games seemed to be fairly one-dimensional
(be good at avoiding a motion sensor and you'll pass) but then Hell added another dimension by
adding the element of agency to the game: they can leave and come back at the majority's will. But
this episode, Stick to the Team, took it even further by adding this central, gripping dimension that
would define the show to the end: Kill or Be Killed.



6 | Gganbu

Pretty Predictable |
by Armadillo

By now the characters carrying the show have been clearly marked and therefore it was pretty much
predictable who'd survive and who wouldn't.

The biggest surprise of the episode was the twist itself that the pairs would fight each other instead of
against others. I honestly think though that the annoying lady that didn't get a partner most likely is still
alive because she probably was simply counted as the winner if we take the type of game into
consideration that they played.

The only real emotional aspect was the old guy vs the main character. It was clear that the old guy
would die and that he'd make sure that Gi-hun would survive. The mc didn't get out of this story well
though because I still don't like him. The way he believed that the old guy was senile and actually tried
to take advantage of him made me hate him even more. If he would've had any decency in him he
would've tried to play the game honestly and also lose like that. I'm sure the old guy would've still
stopped the mc from dying. They could've gone for actual honest character interaction between the
two, where they walk around and talk about the old man's family. But obviously it needs drama and
therefore we can't have nice things.

Anyway this episode had a lot of character interaction and drama. It's good in that department.
Unfortunately the writing is lacking at places and the story has issues...

Superb |
by BlankyBlank

A highlight of the series.

While all of the episodes up to this point have been entertaining, this one stands out as a beacon in an
already excellent series.

The main distiction is that, up to this point, primarily a lot of the entertainment aspect of the show was
finding out what game would be next, and how it would be twisted in a grotesque fashion. While this
episode covers that, it brings about a wonderful twist that neither the players, or viewers, expected.

As such, our characters are faced not only with a life or death situation, but they must also challenge
their own inner beliefs, integrity, an and loyalty. Each team raises it's own unique and difficult moral
questions making each plot thread as captivating as the other.

The film makers really ran with this concept, devoting the full episode about this one game, creating an
almost self contained story of it's own within the series, and so one that could easily have repeat
viewing in the future. This was tense, emotional, moving... everything you went in a programme. So
intense, so psychological, so philosophical. Superb.



7 | VIPS

A Bit of Fun |
by CrazyChainsaw

VIPS really makes American television look bad because up to this point, the acting has been top
notch from the Korean cast until the actors playing the boorish, one-dimensional, obnoxious, rich
Americans showed up. This episode really illustrates why U.S. television has taken a nosedive in the
last decade. The dialogue and acting from the American businessmen characters was so bad, it's
perfect for a show on Nickelodeon, Disney, or the CW networks. Then the writers felt the need to throw
in the scene of the gay businessman trying to get the cop (disguised as a waiter) to pleasure him.

Also, the cop had been getting on my nerve until this episode. There was no reason for him to wait this
long to escape to the mainland and expose this operation. He didn't need a statement from this rich
guy because he knows the location of the place. Just get out of there and send for help episodes ago.
In addition, the rambling priest was getting on my last nerve.

There were good parts of the episode, namely the actual tempered glass game as well as a couple of
entertaining characters facing their fate together. But overall, this is one of the weaker episodes due to
the crappy writing and acting from the actors playing the American businessmen. This episode really
highlighted why TV has gone down in the last decade.

Difficult to Judge |
by Allthevines

In this episode, once again the game is pretty well staged, from the setting design to the gameplay,
unlike the fourth game, everything is clear and easy to understand. This game is also quite interesting
like tug of war.

In particular, I quite liked the ending for the "troublesome couple", although the 212 character is quite
interesting and still has chance for development.

However, overall, this episode is quite funny, in a negative way. For example, at the beginning of the
ep, why does the masked leader try to scream loudly about him finding out about the cop, and then
venture out alone to find that cop? Remember he is the leader. If it were me, I would quietly call my
pink shirt accomplices to help.

Another absurdity appeared, that in the previous game, each winner had to give 20 marbles to the
masked people, so why is the main character holding a marble? So that means the old man cheated?
"Where did that old man get that marble?" The main character should have thought about it, or at least
us-the viewer should have seen that scene, instead of hearing the annoying voice whispering in his
mind. Ridiculous. And when the director arranges for Gi-hun to choose between number 1 and 16, it's
ridiculous, again, as planned, too predictable. Nothing surprising.

Finally, I quite like the animal masks of the VIPs, they are quite eye-catching and sparkly. It contrasted
with the actions and words from them, too stupid and boring. I can't remember anything about them
except the masks.




